LVENTURE GROUP’S INTERNATIONAL INVESTOR DAY:
PORTFOLIO STARTUPS GO TO BERLIN
The event, organized by the leading Italian VC firm LVenture Group and hosted by
Rainmaking Loft Berlin, has been an occasion to foster synergies across the
European startup scene
Rome, June 30th 2016
The International Investor Day of LVenture Group (LVG), publicly listed venture
capital firm managing the leading Italian Startup Accelerator LUISS ENLABS, was
held yesterday at Rainmaking Loft Berlin (RML). The event follows a partnership
between LVG and RML, signed in January, and has been an occasion to present
one of the major player in the Italian startup ecosystem to the Berlin scene.
LVenture Group presented four startups graduated this month from LUISS ENLABS
Acceleration Program followed by four of the top portfolio companies in the Series A
stage:
 Bemyguru, platform allowing SMEs and consultants to get in touch
effectively;
 Crowdbooks, publishing platform for illustrated books;
 DynamiTick, specialized in dynamic pricing solutions for the entertainment
and sport industries;
 Oreegano, food-community calculating nutritional factors and customizing
diet plans;
 CoContest, crowdsourcing platform dedicated to interior design;
 Nextwin, social game for sport bets “for fun”;
 Tutored, platform helping students to organize their lives and find tutors;
 Wineowine, market-place for quality wines from small Italian producers.
There was also a presentation of Noisli, startup hosted at Rainmaking Loft, and a
Keynote Speech by Barbod Namini of Holtzbrinck Ventures.
“With its vibrant startup ecosystem, Berlin is crucial to the internationalization of our
activities and of those of portfolio startups, one of our key goals. We were glad to
have over a hundred representatives of some of the main stakeholders in the
European VC scene at the event”, said Luigi Capello, LVenture Group CEO, “It
has been a great occasion to foster synergies across the European startup scene”.
LVenture Group is a holding company listed on the MTA of the Italian Stock Exchange operating in the field of Venture
Capital with an international perspective. LVenture Group invests in companies with high growth potential in the field of digital
technologies in the following segments:

Micro Seed: investment of limited financial resources in startups participating in the Acceleration Program run by
LUISS ENLABS "The Startup Factory";

Seed: investments in startups in more advanced stages of growth to support product development and market entry.
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